The properties of the weakly-bound S(L = 0)−state in the pdt ion are investigated with the use of the results of highly accurate computations. The hyperfine structure splitting of this ion is investigated. We also evaluate the life-time of the pdt ion against the nuclear (d, t)−fusion and discuss a possibility to evaluate the corresponding annihilation rate(s). *
I. INTRODUCTION
The boundness of the Coulomb three-body system with unit charges formed by the triton t (or tritium nucleus), deuteron d (or deuterium nucleus) and one negatively charged antiproton p was discussed in a number of our earlier studies [1] , [2] . It was shown that this system is certainly bound. However, it was also found that the pdt ion has only one bound (ground) S(L = 0)−state and this state is, in fact, a weakly-bound state. According to the definition of weakly-bound states the ratio of the binding energy ε to the total energy E of each of these states is very small, i.e. τ = ε E ≪ 1. For weakly-bound states in Coulomb few-body systems the dimensionless parameter τ must be less than 0.01 (or 1 %).
A number of Coulomb three-body systems (ions) with unit charges have some weakly-bound states. For instance, the P * (L = 1)−states (excited P −states) in the ddµ and dtµ ions are extremely weakly-bound. However, the ground S(L = 0)−states are weakly-bound only in a very few such systems. In particular, the ground S(L = 0)−state in the three-body pdt ion is weakly-bound. It makes the pdt ion unique among all Coulomb three-body systems with unit charges, since it contains three heavy particles, but has very small binding energy.
In general, each weakly-bound state has a number of extraordinary properties. Our main goal in this study is to investigate such properties of the ground state of the pdt ion. First of all, we want to investigate the properties which are 'typical' for each weaklybound state in the Coulomb three-body systems with unit charges. As follows from the results of numerical computations of the weakly-bound states many of such properties are substantially mass dependent. Even small variations of particle masses produce noticeable changes in the expectation values of large number of properties. To avoid this problem one must use extremely accurate variational wave functions. Briefly, this means that the total and binding energies of such a state must be determined to the maximal numerical accuracy which can be achieved in modern bound state calculations. To achieve this goal we need to solve the corresponding Schrödinger equation for bound states in the Coulomb three-body system pdt to very high numerical accuracy. The highly accurate wave function Ψ obtained during this procedure is used later to compute various bound state properties of the pdt ion.
Some of these properties are of great interest in numerous applications involving the pdt ion.
It is clear that the structure of the bound state(s) in the pdt ion cannot be explained accurately by ignoring contributions from strong interactions between antiproton, deuteron and triton [3] . Indeed, the actual interparticle distances in the ground S(L = 0)−state of the pdt ion are only in ≈ 50 times larger than the effective radius of the nucleon-nucleon interactions (or NN−interactions, for short). Therefore, one can expect that the strong components of all (three) interparticle potentials in the pdt ion can change the computed expectation values, i.e. the bound state properties. In this study, however, we will ignore all possible contributions from the strong components of all interparticle potentials. Our main goal below is to perform highly accurate analysis of the Coulomb three-body system pdt with unit charges. In the next study we are planning to include more realistic interaction potentials in our analysis.
II. THE HAMILTONIAN AND ITS REDUCTION FOR WEAKLY-BOUND SYS-

TEMS
In the non-relativistic approximation the Hamiltonian of the three-body pdt ion takes the
where , and e is the elementary electric charge. For the pdt ion it is very convenient to perform all bound state calculations in proton-atomic units in which h = 1, m p = m p = 1 and e = 1. Here and everywhere below in this study we assume that the masses of proton and antiproton exactly equal to each other. The speed of light c in the proton-atomic units is c = α −1 , where α = e 2 hc is the fine structure constant. In proton-atomic units the same Hamiltonian, Eq. (1), is written in the form
where the nuclear masses m d and m t of the deuterium and tritium nuclei must be expressed in terms of the antiproton mass m p which exactly coincides with the proton mass m p .
The highly accurate wave function of the pdt ion is obtained during numerical solution of the non-relativistic Schrödinger equation for Coulomb three-body pdt system
, where H is from Eq.(2) and E < 0 is the total energy of this ion. Then by using this highly accurate wave function we can compute a number of different expectation values. These expectation values are considered as the bound state properties of the ground (bound) state in the pdt ion.
The Hamiltonian of the weakly-bound Coulomb three-body systems, Eq.(2), can be reduced to the sum of the two separated Hamiltonians, i.e. H = H i + H o , where the Hamiltonian H i of the central (or compact) sub-system tp and H o is the Hamiltonian of the outermost particle. For the pdt ion these two Hamiltonians are (in proton-atomic units)
and
The interaction potential 1 r dt − 1 r dp in the Hamiltonian H o , Eq.(4), is the short-range potential, which is, in fact, a polarization potential. This polarization potential acts between the positively charged deuterium nucleus (electric charge equals +1) and neutral tp quasi-atom.
In this two-body picture the deuterium nucleus produces 'sufficiently large' polarization of the tp quasi-atom. The interaction between the d + ion and polarized tp quasi-atom leads to the formation of the weakly-bound state in the pdt ion. The boundness of such an ion can accurately be evaluated with the use of perturbation theory (see below). Note also that the actual, three-particle potential since we have ignored a number of additional factors, e.g., contribution from the hydrogenic wave functions of continuous spectrum. Nevertheless, the overall accuracy of this model is surprisingly high and it still often used for many three-body systems with unit charges.
III. POLARISATION POTENTIAL
As shown above, by using the short-range polarisation potential in Eq. (4) 
where the central potential V (r) is the polarisation potential mentioned above. For the pdt ion we have ℓ = 0 and the mass m in the Bargmann inequality, Eq. (5), (see, e.g., [5] and references therein) is the mass of the deuterium nucleus. A slightly more complicated analysis indicates that the mass m in Eq.(5) must be chosen as the reduced mass of the deuterium d and tp quasi-atom. Finally, for the pdt ion one finds from Eq.(5) (in protonatomic units)
Note that all particle masses in the pdt ion are comparable to each other. Therefore, the distribution of the electric charge density in this ion is spherically symmetric (or almost spherically symmetric). The first order correction upon the charge-dipole interaction be-tween the deuterium nucleus d + and tp system is zero, since the spatial distribution of electric charge in the central tp cluster is spherically symmetric. The second order perturbation theory leads to the following general form for the interaction V (r) potential between the deuterium nucleus d + and neutral quasi-atom tp in the pdt ion
The four constants A, a, B and b in this potential must be in agreement with the prediction which follows from Eq. (6) and with other experimental data obtained, e.g., from the scattering of the deuterium nucleus at the pt system (at different energies). In addition, the two-body system with the interaction potential V (r) must have the same (or almost the same) bound state properties as the pdt ion.
It should be mentioned that the two-body polarisation potential V (r), Eq. (7), carefully reconstructed with the use of the known scattering data and bound state properties of the pdt ion is of some interest in a large number of applications. For instance, the total number of bound states and their approximate geometrical and dynamical properties can be obtained with the use of such a potential. On the other hand, such a potential is only approximation to the actual three-body potential. Therefore, it is hard to expect that all bound state properties of the pdt ion determined with the model two-body potential will be in good numerical agreement with the actual properties.
IV. VARIATIONAL CALCULATIONS
In general, the highly accurate computations of weakly-bound states in Coulomb three- (r ij + r ik − r jk ). It can be shown that three periemetic coordinates are independent of each other and each of them varies between 0 and +∞.
The variational expansion, Eq.(8), provides extremely high accuracy in the bound state computations of arbitrary three-body systems (for more discussions, see, e.g., [6] ). For highly accurate calculations of the ground state in the pdt ion we can assume that all non-linear parameters δ i , e i , f i equal zero idential, i.e. δ i = 0, e i = 0, f i = 0 for i = 1, . . . , N. This means that all varied non-linear parameters in the trial wave function, Eq. (8), are real. This allows one to re-write the formula, Eq. (8), to the form
which is called the exponential variational expansion in the relative coordinates r 32 , r 31 and r 21 . In general, the total energy of the ground state of the pdt ion uniformly depends upon the total number of basis functions N, Eq.(9), used in calculations.
Now, the phenomenon of slow convergence at large dimensions can be illustrated with the use of the asymptotic formula for the E(N) dependence
at large N. The formula, Eq.(10), includes the four parameters E(∞), A 1 , A 2 and δ. The asymptotic energy E(∞) is the improved total energy which is closer to the 'exact' answer than the computed E(N i ) values. For bound states in the Coulomb three-body systems with unit charges, which are not weakly-bound, the parameter δ in Eq. (10) does not change noticeably with N. For weakly-bound states in such systems the parameter δ at large N becomes N-dependent. In many actual cases it decreases when N increases.
To perform numerical calculations in this work we have used another approach devaloped in our papers [6] . In that approach all actual non-linear parameters of the method (usually 28 -40 non-linear parameters) are carefully optimized at some relatively large dimension, e.g., for N = 1800 and for N = 2200. Then the total number of basis functions has been increased to N = 3500 -3840. The optimized values of the non-linear parameters have not been changed during this (last) step. This simple method allows one to obtain results which are significantly more accurate than it is possible to achieve by using old-fashion numerical procedures with the same numbers of basis functions. Finally, by using our highly accurate wave functions we can determine the expectation values of various bound state properties.
This problem is discussed in the next Section.
V. BOUND STATE PROPERTIES
The total energy and some other bound state properties of the pdt ion can be found in Tables I and II. Table I contains the total bound state energies E and the expectation values of all three inter-particle delta-functions δ(r 12 ) , δ(r 13 ) , δ(r 23 ) determined in protonatomic unitsh = 1, e = 1 and m p = 1. 
whereX = r n ij , where n = -2, 1, 2, 3, 4 ,X = δ(r ij ),X = δ(r ij )δ(r ik ), etc. Here and below we use the cyclic notations (i, j, k) = (1, 2, 3) which are very convenient for three-body systems.
Note that all distances in the pdt ion are in M p ≈ 1836 times shorter than the electronnuclear distances in regular hydrogen atom and hydrogen ion. This means that the distance between the antiproton and tritium/deuterium nuclei in the ground state of the pdt ion are ≈ 2.5 − 2.6 · 10 −12 cm. Briefly, these distances are only in ≈ 20 -30 times larger than the corresponding nucleon-nucleon distances in the light few-nucleon nuclei, e.g., in the 3 H, 3 He and 4 He nuclei. This indicates clearly that strong interactions between deuteron, triton and antiproton can contribute significantly to the structure and properties of the bound states in the pdt ion. In particular, such a contribution will be large for all properties which include the interparticle delta-functions, i.e. δ(r ij ) values.
The quality of the computed delta-functions δ(r ij ) can be checked by comparing the computed and predicted values of the corresponding cusp-values ν ij which are defined by the following relations
where (ij) = (ji) = (12), (13), (23). For few-body systems interacting by the Coulomb and Yukawa-type forces the numerical values of ν ij can be predicted and they are not equal zero identically. In particular, for the Coulomb three-body system one finds:
where q i and q j are the electric charges and m i and m j are the masses of the particles.
By using any two of the three interprticle delta-functions we can define the three-particle delta-function δ 123 = δ(r ij ) · δ(r ik ). The δ 123 expectation value equals to the probability to detect all three particles at one spatial 'non-relativistic' point, i.e. inside of the volume
is the fine-structure constant, while a 0 =h 2 mee 2 is the Bohr radius. This expectation value plays an important role for some systems, e.g., it is used to predict the one-photon annihilation in the Ps − ion. Formally, by using the three-particle deltafunction δ 123 one can try to construct the three-particle cusp operator ν 123 , which equals to the product of the three-particle delta-function δ 123 and a second order (partial) derivative
. However, as follows from the general theory [7] the expectation value of such an operator is infinite for an arbitrary Coulomb three-body system. 
This integral is reduced to the form of the one-dimensional integral of the product of the one-particle density matrix and r m ij . To simplify the following transformations below we shall restrict ourselves to the consideration of the bound S(L = 0)−states only. In this case, the wave function Ψ is the function of the three scalar interparticle coordinates r 12 , r 13 and r 23 only, i.e. Ψ = Ψ(r 12 , r 13 , r 23 ). Therefore, we can define the one-particle density matrix ρ(r 12 ) = Ψ(r 12 , r 13 , r 23 )Ψ(r 12 , r 13 , r 23 )r 13 r 23 dr 13 dr 23 (15) and write the following formula for the r 
The idea of this method of 'spatial moments' developed in the middle of 1960's was simple and transparent. Indeed, if we can determine a sufficient number of 'spatial moments', then we can reconstruct, in principle, all three one-particle density matrixes ρ(r 12 ), ρ(r 13 ) and ρ(r 23 ). In turn, this will lead us to useful conclusions about spatial distributions of the two and three particles in the system. However, this idea has never been applied to reconstruct the actual density matrixes. Furthermore, since the middle of 1960's we can approximate the wave function of any three-body system to very high numerical accuracy. By using these wave functions we can determine all spatial momenta to extremely high accuracy (see Table   II ). However, a few questions about spatial momenta are still remain unaswered for threebody systems. The most interesting question is related to the 'singular momenta', i.e. to the 
where a · b means the scalar product of the two vectors (a and b), r ij = r ji , but r ij = −r ji , since r ij = r i − r j . The sum of the three τ jk values always exceeds unity, i.e. it can be written in the form
where the f −value is 
In some earlier works the expectation values of the three scalar products r ij · r ik were proposed to be used to describe spatial interparticle correlations in the three-body systems.
Note that the three interparticle vectors r ij , r ik , r kj always form a triangle. Therefore, we can write
In other words, the expectation values of all three scalar products r ij · r ik can be expressed from the known r 2 ij values. This means that these scalar products are not independent properties. Analogous situation can be found for the three scalar products p i · p j of each two single particle momenta. It follows from the conservarion of the total momentum P and its three components (P) i . Indeed, in the center-of-mass system we can write P = p 1 + p 2 + p 3 = 0. From here one finds three following identities
The same identities can be written for the corresponding expectation values. Therefore, the three expectation values of the scalar products p i · p j are uniformly related to the single particle 'kinetic energies' 
VI. ANNIHILATION AND FUSION RATES
In reality, the three-body pdt ion is not stable, since it decays either by the protonantiproton annihilation (at rest), or by the nuclear (d, t)−fusion. Note that the protonantiproton annihilation in the pdt ion proceeds as the tritium-antiproton annihilation, or deuterium-antiproton annihilation. In general, the proton-antiproton (or triton-antiproton and deuteron-antiproton) annihilation can proceed with the use of many dozens reaction channels (see, e.g., [9] and references therein), e.g.,
where π 0 , π ± and K 0 are the neutral and charged pions and kaons, respectively. The energy released during antiproton annihilation is usually around hundreds and even thousands of MeV [9] (this depends upon the annihilation channel).
The reaction of nuclear fusion takes the form
where the antiproton p plays the role of a particle-'catalyzator' which simply brings the two positive particles closer to each other. Formally, the distance between the nuclei of deuterium and tritium is in m p ≈ 1836.15 times shorter than in the DT + molecular ion and in ≈ 8.880
times shorter than in the ground state of the muonic molecular ion dtµ. This allows one to evaluate the rate of the (d,t)-nuclear fusion. The approximate value is ≈ 1 · 10 13 − 2.5 · 10 13 sec −1 . The inverse value gives the approximate life-time τ f of the pdt ion against nuclear
This result is based on the quasi-classical approximation which provides a reasonable accuracy for muonic molecular ions, but can be very approximate for the pdt ion. Note also that the probability of formation of the bound, two-body p 4 He system (also called pα-system) after such a reaction (catalyzator poisoning)
in the pdt ion in is relatively large (≈ 5 % according to our approximate evaluations).
Analogous evaluation of the life-time of the pdt ion against antiproton annihilation is significantly more complicated. Currently, the both tritium-antiproton and deuteriumantiproton annihilations at small and very small energies of the colliding particles are not well studied phenomena. In particular, there are some deviations between experimental data and theoretical predictions based on different theoretical models (see, e.g., [10] , [11] , [12] and references therein). However, the main problem for low-energy analysis is related with the fact that currently there is no experimental data below 38 MeV /c (the incident moment of the antiproton). Very likely, at small energies there are large differences between annihilation rates obtained for the triplet and singlet states of proton-antiproton pairs. Moreover, the role of antiproton annihilation at neutron(s) at small energies can be evaluated only approximately (see discussion below). It makes almost impossible any realisic evaluation of the tritium-antiproton and deuterium-antiproton annihilation rates at small/zero energies of the colliding particles.
Nevertheless, a few predictions for the ground state in the pdt ion can be made. Indeed, by using our expectation values of the interparticle delta-functions determined for the ground state of the pdt ion (see Table I ) we can evaluate the relative contributions of the antiproton annihilation at the triton and deuteron nuclei, respectively. Indeed, for the antiproton annihilation rates (Γ) at the deuteron and/or triton we can write the following formulas:
where the notations p, p, n stand for the proton, antiproton and neutron, respectively. From here one finds
where ξ = a pn a pp is the ratio of the corresponding 'basic' annihilation rates (the rates of the neutron-antiproton and proton-antiproton annihilation at zero interparticle distances Table I for the pdt ion the antiproton annihilation rate at the triton is ≈ 5.86213 times more likely than annihilation at the deuteron (if ξ = 1). It is clear that experiments with the pdt ion can be used for accurate measurments of the ξ ratio at small/zero energies of the colliding particles.
VII. HYPERFINE STRUCTURE
The hyperfine structure of the pdt ion is of great experimental interest, since the magnetic moments of the proton and antiproton are equal to each other by their absolute values, but have opposite sings. Note also that all three particles in the pdt ion have non-zero magnetic moments (or spins). Therefore, we can expect that the hyperfine structure of the ground state of the pdt ion will be sufficiently rich. Moreover, such a structure and corresponding hyperfine structure splittings can easily be observed in modern experiments. However, the determined values of the hyperfine splittings of the pdt allows us to understand a large number of interesting details related to the long-range asymptotics of the strong interparticle interactions.
For the bound S(L = 0)−state in the pdt ion the hyperfine structure is determined by solving the eigenvalue problem for the Hamiltonian (∆H) h.s. which is responsible for the spin-spin (or hyperfine) interactions. The general formula for such a hyperfine Hamiltonian (∆H) h.s. in the case of the pdt ion is written as the sum of the three following terms. Each of these terms is proportional to the product of the factor functions. Therefore, we can expect some changes in the hyperfine structure and hyperfine structure splittings. Such corrections to the hypefine structure splitting of the pdt ion will be the goal of our next study.
VIII. CONCLUSION
We have determined the total energy and some bound state properties of the weaklybound (ground) S(L = 0)−state in the pdt ion. It is shown that this weakly-bound state has a 'two-body' cluster structure, which is represented as the motion of the deuterium Another interesting question for this ion is related to a direct comparison of the rates of the (d, t)−nuclear fusion and rates of the antiproton annihilation at the deuteron and triton, respectively. These problems have solutions which are very sensitive to the contribution from strong interparticle interactions. Therefore, the comparison of the future experimental results and theoretical predictions will lead us to a large number of improtant conclusions about long-range asymptotics of the strong interactions. Currently, we have developed a number of effective numerical methods for such computations. Moreover, as follows from the results of fisrt calculations performed with the use of 'realistic' interparticle potentials (Coulomb potential plus term which describes strong interactions) we can say that the contributions from the antiproton-triton and antiproton-deuteron strong interactions play the leading role. Analogous contribution from the deuteron-triton realistic potential is significantly smaller. Therefore, to make accurate predictions for the ground state of the pdt ion we need to know the interaction potential between the antiproton and triton and deuteron, respectively. The contribution from the triton-deuteron strong interaction is also improtant, but it is not crucial. In general, the accurate reconstruction of the potential of strong interactions require a detailed knowledge of all its scalar, spin-orbital (L · S) and tensor components. To reconstruct such a potential for each pair of interacting particles one needs to know a large amount of scattering data [15] and additional information about all bound two-body states. 
